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Roles

- Thai Local Board in "Environmental Science" subject
- Editor-in-Chief

"Environment and Natural Resources Journal"

Indexed by **Scopus** since September 2017

https://www.tci-thaijo.org/index.php/ennrj/index
Important activities

- Editor’s trainings & workshops by TCI, Subject chair & Scopus Teams
- Mentoring process by TCI & Thai local board
- Local board meetings & trainings by TCI & Subject chair
Reflections as a role of editor

“Benefits from training & workshop activities”

• Capability building to be a professional editor

• Clearly understand “Scopus Title Evaluation Criteria” & Submission process

• Directly learning from a “Subject chair” about the potential comments on scientific quality of the journal

Prepare & Improve our journal to meet “Scopus Title Evaluation Criteria”
“Impacts on ENNRJ Journal after indexed by Scopus”

- **86%** increasing number of citations in Scopus
- **92%** increasing diversity of citations *(by country)*

![Graph showing the increase in citation and country diversity before and after indexing by Scopus.](image)
“Impacts on ENNRJ Journal after indexed by Scopus”

- Increasing number of submitted manuscripts & Author diversity (by country)
Reflections as a role of Thai local board

- Use my lesson learned from trainings & experiences to give constructive suggestions to other Journals for title submission into Scopus
- “Publication ethics” must be highly concerned.
- Based on “Scopus Title Evaluation Criteria”
  - Category 1 (Journal policy): Diversity of authors
  - Category 3 (Citedness): Citedness of the Journal
Thank you for your attention